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In a newly commissioned work, Body Side
(2019), ALI MEER AZIMI investigates the
disappearance of a group of urban sculptures and monuments in Tehran that went
missing around spring of 2010. The work
brings together materials, either found
or made by the artist, to develop a fictiontheory, correlating the history of
urban monuments and their origins in
Tehran’s old Arsenal to the birth of reverse engineering. The detective story
unfolds into an exploration of a “bio-topology” in which certain things from the
surface of the city are devoured by an
ancient algorithmic organism. The piece
comprises a publication, Like Bees Working in a Bubble Hive, and an audio installation, with contributions by DIRAR KALASH
and KONSTANTIN SCHIMANOWSKI, located in
a transitional spot on the staircase of
The Mosaic Rooms.
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In a gestural act, the exhibition
borrows a spiral staircase from DORA
GARCIA’s Red Love installation (2018).
This structure intersects The Mosaic
Rooms’ Grand Room and hosts a collection of white cover books and a series
of conversations which will unfold in
the exhibition space over the course
of ten weeks. EUROPIUM has responded to
the exhibition with design interventions,
including Security Blankets I and II (2019).
Azar Mahmoudian
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In another new commission, CAD Conspiracy
(2019), MAHAN MOALEMI and BAHAR NOORIZADEH
collaborated together to develop a visualessay. In the three-channel video, the
installation shots of contemporary art
exhibitions serve as an entry point into
reflections and speculations on the
politics of documentation, the history
of representational technologies, and
the future of empirical perception in
relation to developments in machine
vision. The realities of uneven circulation, accessibility and mobility in
the art world meet political fictions
based around how emerging technologies
might transform not only our perception
of the given reality but the very fabric
of empirical reality itself.
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HADI FALLAHPISHEH (b. 1987) is based in
New York. He works in diverse mediums,
including photography, video, writing,
installation and performance. His practice deals with the politics of representation in relation to notions of desire,
resistance, memory and image-making.
Fallahpisheh received his MFA from Bard
College, NY.
BAHAR NOORIZADEH (b. 1988) is an artist,
writer and filmmaker. Her current research examines the intersections of
finance, Contemporary Art and emerging
technology via shared imperatives of
systemic regulation. She is pursuing this
work as a PhD candidate in Art Practice
at Goldsmiths University of London.

ALI MEER AZIMI (b. 1984) is based in
Tehran where he received his educational training in graphic design and
computer engineering. Meer’s practice
contemplates the image and its relation to the specular space of contemporary art and politics through a
cinematic lens.

BIOGRAPHIES
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The photographic series May Died in
June (Azar Bahman Tir Khordad Mordad)
(2015–2017) by HADI FALLAHPISHEH hints
at the tropes of identity-based artworks
which heavily dominated the Iranian
contemporary art scene of 2000s (in
the aftermath of the state’s open border
policy, which saw the Iranian art
scene enter into global art markets and
institutions). FALLAHPISHEH invites

friends to wear clothes from his
personal wardrobe and spend time with
him. The series is composed of “backstaged” shots of this visit, in which
sceneries and bodies spoil interpretations and interrupt readership, questioning the ability of representations
to convey truths. Such revisiting of
one’s own wardrobe for FALLAHPISHEH is
also an act of opening up the door to
see “what one has to wear tomorrow”.

HAMED YOUSEFI (b. 1981) is a filmmaker
and art historian. His work focuses on
the question of the avant-garde in art and
literature in the Middle East, particularly
in relation to anti-colonial and nationalist movements in Iran and Egypt. He is
currently a PhD student in Art History
at Northwestern University, Illinois.

STUDIO GHAZAAL VOJDANI (b. 1986) is a
New York based Graphic Design and Art
Direction practice, which has created
the design identity for the program.
Vojdani acquired her BA (Hons) from
Central Saint Martins College of Art
and Design (2010), and her MFA from
Yale University School of Art (2013).
SHIRIN SABAHI (b. 1984) is a Berlin-based
artist and filmmaker. Recent exhibitions
and screenings include Edith-Russ-Haus,
Oldenburg (2018, solo), Beirut Art Center
(2018), Basilica Palladiana, Vicenza
(2018), Charim Galerie, Vienna (2017, solo),
Tokyo Arts and Space (2017), and The
Living Art Museum, Reykjavik (2017)
among others.
RONAK MOSHTAGHI (b. 1987) lives in Oslo.
Educated in Tehran University of Art
and Oslo National Academy of Art, she
has been exhibited at Kunsthall Oslo,
Louise Dany and Destiny’s Atelier, Oslo.
Among her upcoming projects are, Only
Forever a collaborative performance at
Oslo Internasjonale Teaterfestival.
MAHAN MOALEMI (b. 1992) is a writer and
curator. His research explores possible
encounters between the fields of visual
culture and future studies, with particular interests in chronopolitics and
nonhuman temporalities. He is co-editor
of Ethnofuturismen (Merve Verlag, 2018)
and his writings have appeared in Cabinet,
Domus, and Spike Art Magazine, as well
as a number of publications in Iran.

“Fables are not childish romances,
but rather childhood politics. For we
enter language through fables’ collectivity, as a group of humans and
non-humans. And the wits and tricks are
not just lessons, but a language of
surviving for the oppressed.” Writer
HAYTHAM EL-WARDANY is in conversation
with curator AZAR MAHMOUDIAN about
Kalila wa Dimna, and how we can
learn from childhood.
OPENING TALKS
Inheriting Childhood
Saturday, 26 January, 7pm FREE
“How to pay your debt to the previous
generation? Will you take on their pain?
If so can you transform it? Perhaps
into a body of abstractions with a
different perfume.” Art critic and
cultural theorist JAN VERWOERT is in
conversation with artist RONAK MOSHTAGHI.
Wednesday, 23 January, 7pm FREE

OPENING TALKS
From Debt to Dedication,
From Performance to Perfume

WHEN LEGACIES
BECOME DEBTS
PROGRAMME OF
EVENTS

A fragment of the collection of white
cover books indexed by HANNAH DARABI
and assembled in the exhibition space by
RONAK MOSHTAGHI investigates this urge
to collect, and of things that happen
to fall into one’s hands in a lifetime.
MOSHTAGHI suggests that, going beyond
their nostalgic value, this agglomerate
is the knowledge one chooses to be
exposed to, and that one chooses to
surround one’s children with: a library
that, though full of hidden obscurities,
holds the collected teachings of morals,
ethics, history and culture. The visual
aesthetic and conceptual language of
the books was what a generation continued to build upon – “the ‘culture of
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Borrowed Scenery (2017) and Mouthful
(2018), two films by SHIRIN SABAHI,
revolve around Matter and Mind (1977), a
minimalist oil pool sculpture by artist
NORIYUKI HARAGUCHI (b. 1946, Japan)
which has been installed at the Tehran
Museum of Contemporary Art since its
inauguration in 1977. Over the past four
decades, the highly reflective container
has transformed into the object of a
vernacular ritual: an accidental wishing
well that triggered museum visitors to
throw coins and other objects into, implying the kind of unintended consequences
that can arise from attempting an aesthetic programme – leading with a certain
intention, while resulting in a completely
different outcome. The project ultimately
led to Sabahi inviting HARAGUCHI back
to Tehran to oversee the restoration of
his sculpture and salvage the medley
of objects from the pool. Some of these
objects are exhibited in the installation Pocket Folklore (2018). The title

BOOK LAUNCH AND TALK
Enghelab Street, Revolution Through
Books: Iran 1979–1983 (2018)
Thursday, 31 January, 7pm FREE

The exhibition and its integral series
of conversations address the mediatory
operations of the freelancer, the independent artist and curator, across
histories and ecologies of knowledge and
practice. It looks at their potential to
function as support structures by themselves, rather than simply “representing” a scene. In this sense, the programme
points to how, under the circumstances
of a precarious and at the same time
highly market-driven infrastructural
landscape, individuals and things –
including books and artworks – themselves achieve a certain agency and
become the condition of possibility
for creative practices.
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In another sculptural installation,
The Late Poem Surrounded by Friends
(2018), MOSHTAGHI evokes the image of the
“deathbed”. Here the poem is referred to
as if it is a dearly remembered “late
wife” or “late husband”. The poem has
seemingly arrived at the wrong time; yet
it is not left alone, it is cared for. The
brick sculpture, which is simultaneously
in ruin and in the making, offers a look
at the timeliness or untimeliness of
narratives and language, where stories
are retold through new voices and
multiple mouths.
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The Fabulous Life and Thought of Ahmad
Fardid (2015), a documentary written and
directed by HAMED YOUSEFI (in collaboration with ALI MIRSEPASSI), explores
the legacy of Iranian philosopher AHMAD
FARDID (1910–1993). FARDID, who was also
an avid public speaker, considered himself an intellectual crusader fighting
to halt the rising Western influence in
Iran. The self-proclaimed philosophical
spokesperson for the Islamic Republic,
FARDID constructed a mystical and “spiritual” political philosophy that strove
to deliver Iran from the culturally “debasing” and spiritually “dehumanizing”
experience of Iranian modernity. Under
the conspicuous influence of German philosopher MARTIN HEIDEGGER, FARDID called
for the recovery of modern Iran to its
Islamic roots, a project fuelled by his
concept of Gharbzadegi (“Westoxification”),
which would quickly become a buzz-word in
Iranian critiques of the modern, secular
West. The film features extensive interviews with Fardid’s former colleagues,
associates and students, as well as scholars of modern Iran, and uses rare and
previously inaccessible footage of
FARDID’s debates featured on Iranian
television. More broadly, the film
presents a comprehensive intellectual
history of modern Iran, from the postConstitution (1906) to the post-Islamic
Revolution period, through a figure
whose obscure philosophical path remains
largely absent from prevailing conceptions of the rise of political Islam.

Artist HANNAH DARABI is in conversation
with curator CATHERINE DAVID about her
new book and archival research Enghelab
Street, A Revolution through Books: Iran
1979–1983, presented in the exhibition.
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CONVERSATION
Rebirth of Adab: Revisiting Persian
Aesthetic Theories within the
Materialist Realm
Thursday, 28 February, 7pm FREE
MAMALI SHAFAHI’s film Nature Morte
unfolds in two episodes: Daddy Sperm and
Immortal. SHAHAFI takes a cross referential approach, referencing the history of image making including SOHRAB
SHAHID-SALESS’ seminal film Still Life.
Using a collaborative method of film
making with his parents, MAMALI SHAFAHI
ushers them into his own queer word,
eventually pushing them to be reborn
as new characters far from the everyday life of their peaceful retirement
in the suburbs of Tehran.
SCREENING AND CONVERSATION
Nature Morte (2017)
Thursday, 21 February, 6:30pm FREE
Presenting an overlooked chapter in the
history of the international Left in
Iran, architect and researcher HAMED
KHOSRAVI traces the multifaceted life of
a couple who, through their foundation of
the Women’s Association and the Association of Iranian Architects, redefined
the idea of domesticity in Iran. The talk
addresses newly conceptualized domestic
spaces in Tehran as spaces of resistance
wherein class, gender, social and political conflicts are deployed.
TALK
We have a Right in this House too
Wednesday, 13 February, 7pm FREE
1989, featuring extensive interviews
with individuals involved in the scene.

CONVERSATION
Eastoxification: An Introduction
Friday, 22 March, 7pm FREE
Artists BAHAR NOORIZADEH and MAHAN
MOALEMI expand on their collaborative
work, in a discussion with theorist
SUHAIL MALIK about the purchase of
automation and alienation on contemporary art aesthetics.
CONVERSATION
CAD Conspiracy: Accessibility,
Circulation and Pattern
Recognition in Contemporary Art
Tuesday, 19 March, 7pm FREE
SHIRIN SABAHI is in conversation with
AZAR MAHMOUDIAN about her recent
publication, Pocket Folklore. The book
concludes Sabahi’s long-term project
around a sculpture by NORIYUKI
HARAGUCHI at TMOCA, which is presented
in the exhibition.
BOOK LAUNCH
Pocket Folklore
Thursday, 14 March, 7pm FREE
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Bypassing the binary of nostalgia and
indignation, artists in the exhibition
acknowledge ties that are formative and
foundational to their practices. They
revisit specific artworks, books they
grew up with, thinkers, and tropes of
the contemporary art world as generational agents for their work.
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Another series of publications called
White Cover Books began spreading on the
streets during the same time as the revolution unfolded in Iran. Mostly published
between the euphoric years of 1978–79,
they are recognisable by their plain
white covers and bold black letterpress
titles. They were published in their
thousands by various political groups
and sold on the street. Chosen and translated in an expediated and intuitive
way, they were pirated copies of whatever
pieces of literature or theory were in
reach at the time. As objects on display here, forty years later, they make
visible the urgency with which they were
published, distributed and collected.

This lecture performance features the
two members of Alphabet Collection
(AC), MOHAMMAD SALEMY and PATRICK
SCHABUS. They illustrate the role of
liberal and leftist intellectuals from
postwar period until present time, in
confusing the popular and emancipatory
aspects of political Islam with its
more reactionary tendencies.

Now, one might say, that these artists
are gradually coming of age, and as
life unfolds, they are also coming to
terms with their uprooted identities and
contested histories. They revisit their
relationships to a recent past – the
generation of their parents. A return,
perhaps, only to find they had run away
without leaving, or left without getting
out. As if in their attempt to move
forward from broken relationships, they
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The white cover books are reflected in
MOSHTAGHI’s sound installation Mom Likes
Politics Too (2018), which introduces us
to these publications through the memory
of three people connected to them in
various ways: a writer, a university
student, and a horoofchin – a letterpress
operator in the publishing industry.
Their stories are read out loud by speakers from the artist’s own generation.

Artist SAM SAMIEE is in conversation
with anthropologist SUMAYA KASSAMALI
about translating the modus operandi
of the Persian literary world into
questions to be dealt with in the visual
arts. The conversation attempts to
revisit the notion of Adab as an ethical
and aesthetic paradigm, and its currency
within the contemporary art world.

For the past years, the artists featured in the exhibition have refrained
from performing the identities and
politics expected of them in the international art world, its markets and
academies, with regard to their localities. Instead, they have sought to
build and expand on their own worlds,
drawing their own links and making
their own ways to access a sense of
internationalism in art. For most of
them, living between multiple places,
a self-organised attitude and a certain
understanding of heterogeneous but
intertwined historical conditions, as
well as a constant practice of selfpositioning and auto-navigation, are at
the core of their practices and at
times the subject of their works.

Indebtedness gradually becomes abstract
in time and takes mental and emotional
form. The question remains: What are the
generative or prospective dimensions of
such a form beyond the impositions by
the current state of the economy in the
art-world and beyond? Can indebtedness
not only be associated with guilt and
fear (and at the other end of the spectrum, optimistically, with love and care),
but instead with an indefinable driving
force to carry on? A sense of commitment
to a certain continuum? How irreparable
is the debt, and how irrecoverable are
the bonds?
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HANNAH DARABI’s research on Iranian propaganda books published between 1979
and 1983, offers a look into photographic
production in Iran during this period.
Her journey through these books leads to
the reconstruction of a visual legacy, in
the form of a photo-book itself: Enghelab
Street, a Revolution through Books: Iran
1979–1983 (2018). By creating a reciprocal
encounter between a selection of photographed spreads of these books, images of
contemporary Tehran, family photos, postcards, TV stills, and text cut-ups, the
project proposes new timelines and perceptions of a history still in the making.

“Borrowed Scenery” is taken from shakkei,
a principle of East Asian garden design
whereby a background landscape or an
external autonomous element is incorporated into the composition of the given
context of the garden.

SCREENING
Bazm-e-Razm (2017)
Wednesday, 6 February, 7:30pm FREE

The exhibition and related events
programme centre on intergenerational
obligations, personal commitments,
intellectual inheritances and volatile
destinies. What can be done with the
legacies handed down from previous generations? Legacies which are desired or
unwanted, reassuring or questionable.
Legacies of imagined futures that have
taken a detour.

resistance’ whereby certainty, beauty,
violence, revolution and death were the
main discourses of life.”

GUEST CURATOR
AZAR MAHMOUDIAN is an independent
curator and educator based in Tehran.
Her recent projects include the multichaptered film programme, Sensible
Grounds, at Tensta Konsthall; SAVVY
Contemporary; Fundació Antoni Tàpies;
RCA London; and Vilnius Academy of Arts,
among others (2018–2020); and Shifting
Panoramas at TMOCA, Tehran, and DAZ,
Berlin (2018). In 2016 Mahmoudian was
part of the curatorial team of the 11th
Gwangju Biennial.

Rachael Jarvis,
Director of The Mosaic Rooms

WHEN LEGACIES BECOME DEBTS contemplates
personal and collective forms of reliance
and liability experienced between different
generations of artists and writers.

Turning the notion of inheritance on
its head, the exhibition suggests an
inward excavation that asks how one
might inherit oneself. In this respect,
it addresses the feeling of indebtedness
that legacies impart upon subsequent
generations in the form of posterity.
With this relationship comes a need to
pay back, an expectation to continue
what those legacies have triggered and
provoked in their wake.

WORKS

HANNAH DARABI (b. 1981) is based in Paris.
Artist books – alongside other forms – are
the medium that she privileges to communicate her work. Her books exist in numerous public and private collections,
in particular the MoMA library and archives (New York), Bibliothèque Kandinsky
(at Centre Pompidou, Paris), the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Paris), and
the Bibliothèque royale de Belgique
(Brussels).

This exhibition is part of a series of
six exhibitions marking ten years of The
Mosaic Rooms. When Legacies Become Debts
is the second of three group exhibitions
of contemporary art from Egypt, Iran and
Morocco, working with regional institutions and curators. It follows an exhibition by Townhouse, Cairo, in 2018, the
series will close with an exhibition in
summer of this year by Kulte Gallery
(Rabat, Morocco).

reformulate exits as alternative
entry points.

VAHID HOSSEINI’s 90 minute documentary
tells the tumultuous story of the
Iranian music scene between 1979 and

Mahmoudian reflects on support structures in contemporary art, examining the
role of independent artists and curators
in artistic production. The programme
considers how individuals can create
opportunities and support the development
of creative practices in the absence of
institutional structures.

WHEN LEGACIES
BECOME DEBTS
18 JANUARY –
30 MARCH 2019
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Through this series of new commissions,
research-based works, and programme of
conversations, curator Azar Mahmoudian
reflects on the inter-relationship
between two generations of artists in
the Iranian context. Artistic legacies
of the past are also brought to light.
Conditions of present-day art production
and display, and speculation about how
our future experience of the art world
will be mediated are also explored.

Join oud player RIHAB AZAR to explore
this wonderful stringed instrument. You
will learn the maqams (modes) and rhythms
of Arabic music through sound, movement
and playing percussion instruments.
FAMILY FUN
Oud and Rhythm
Saturday 30 March 2:30–4 FREE
Delve into the world of Arabic percussion
with musician JAMMAL AL SAKKA. Families
will try out instruments and Arabic
rhythms, and collaborate to create a
little performance!
FAMILY FUN
Bang the Tabla
Saturday 23 February, 2:30–4 FREE
Dance the dabke with JAMILA. Children
and their families will learn the
basic steps of the dabke, a joyful and
defiant traditional Arab folk dance.
FAMILY FUN
Dance the Dabke
Saturday 26 January, 2:30–4 FREE
Filmmaker and cultural critic HAMED
YOUSEFI is in conversation with
theorist SAMI KHATIB to discuss the
political legacy of anti-Western
thought in Iran and beyond. Yousefi’s
film The Fabulous Life and Thought of
Ahmad Fardid deals with an enigmatic
figure who mobilised Heideggerian
philosophy in his crusade to halt
Western influence in the Islamic world.

How can legacies, ancestries and
historical trajectories be re-configured,
re-imagined and remembered in and
through translation as a counterpractice of boundary-making? Poet
and literary critic KHASHAYAR
NADEREHVANDI is in conversation with
philosopher LUCIE MERCIER.

CONVERSATION
That Which Tomorrow Was Not:
Legacies of an Anti-Western Revolution
Tuesday, 26 March, 7pm FREE

CONVERSATION
Translation as a Prism:
Diffracting Languages
Thursday, 7 March, 7pm FREE

Follow the current exhibition
#WhenLegacies
STAY IN TOUCH
Sign up to our e-newsletter at
mosaicrooms.org
@TheMosaicRooms
@TheMosaicRooms
@TheMosaicRooms
VENUE HIRE
Our gallery spaces are
available for event hire,
visit:
mosaicrooms.org/venue-hire
Open 11am–6pm
Tuesday–Saturday
Free Entry
VISIT US
The Mosaic Rooms
226 Cromwell Road
London SW5 0SW
mosaicrooms.org
+44 (0) 20 7370 9990
In-store and online:
mosaicrooms.org/shop
BOOKSHOP
A wide range of fiction and
non-fiction books, limited
edition artwork, gifts
and DVDs.
THE MOSAIC ROOMS

Exhibition supporters:

